Transfer Credit Advisory Group Agenda  
December 17, 2012

- Review previous meeting’s notes

- Review feedback, ideas, questions from UUAC – where do we go from here?

- Review Miscellaneous Notes and Policy Document – where do we go from here?

- Review Policy and Procedure Document – where do we go from here?

- Discussion / Implementation Decisions
  - Who is the “keeper” of the policy quick reference document and the procedure/protocol quick reference document?
  - Do we still agree the CAAR given to a student after transfer credit review is completed considered binding and CSUEB will stand by it no matter what? What if...
    - university policy changes
    - an errors is caught
    - student breaks enrollment
    - catalog rights change
    - student starts as SB1440 and changes major
  - Do we still agree on starting to use current catalog year at term of entry into CSUEB as the catalog year for CAAR?
    - Effective with Fall 2012 term of entry students
    - We would update language for the CAAR / email that goes with it:
      - Your credit was reviewed under catalog at term of entry (i.e. FA 2012)
      - You have the right to change your catalog; consult an advisor
      - Ensure advisors know protocol for how a student updates catalog rights
    - For Admission, we would use the catalog in effect at that time the file is reviewed to determine transferrable credits for admissibility. However, the CAAR will be based on the term of entry’s catalog year.

- Discussion if time allows
  - Planning for content on the /transfercredit site – India
  - Planning for the “understanding transfer credit in PS and MyCSUEB workshop” – India
  - GE Certifications – Angela
  - GE subcommittee to examine awarding credit for military coursework – India